
Спецификация контрольной работы по английскому языку 10 класс. 

Данная контрольная работа была разработана и проведена с целью проверки степени 

усвоения материала учебника Spotlight 10. 

Контрольная работа ориентирована на школьников 10 классов, обучающихся по УМК 

Spotlight 10, так как проверяется лексический  и грамматический материал, изучаемый в 

учебнике . Все упражнения составлены по образцу заданий и учебника, сборника 

упражнений и рабочей тетради, входящих в УМК. 

 

 

№ 

п/п 

Проверяемые результаты обучения Число 

заданий 

1. Знание  лексических единиц . 3 

2. Модальные глаголы 1 

3. Читать про себя и понимать содержание  текста, выполнить 

задание на основе прочитанного текста. (True/False/Not Stated) 

1 

За каждое задание ученик получает 1 балл. Максимальное количество баллов 28. 

 

28-24 баллов - оценка 5 

23-19-баллов  - оценка 4 

18-14 баллов - оценка 3  

13-0 баллов -оценка 2.  

 

1.Read the text and mark the statements below it as T (true), F (false) or Ns (Not stated) 

Pop Art 

What is art? In the 1960s a collection of artist made that question even more difficult to answer. 

They created Pop Art, a style of art that represented everybody’s everyday experiences. Pop artist 

were fascinated by realistic images from everyday life that everybody saw. One element of life they 

noticed was that almost all people are consumers who buy and use millions of different things every 

day. As a result, many Pop artists used images of products from the supermarket or advertisements 

in their works. 

The most famous Pop artist was the American Andy Warhol. Warhol painted products like 

Campbell’s Soup, Coca Cola bottles and bananas. He also painted other everyday images. For 

example, his bright portraits of celebrities like Marilyn Monroe, the famous actress, became very 

fashionable. The British Pop artist Eduardo Paolozzi collected pictures and advertisements from 

magazines to use in his works. Another well – liked Pop artist was Roy Lichtenstein. Instead of 

using products or advertisements, most of his works were similar to images in the comic books that 

children read every day. 

Many people in the art world do not accept Pop Art as a real art from. They can’t see why a dull 

painting of an ordinary can of soup should be part of an art exhibition. However, many original Pop 



Art works have sold for millions of dollars. Many works have also appeared on music album covers. 

All in all, the most important result of Pop Art is that is has created a new artistic way of looking at 

the everyday world. 

1. Pop artists were interested in people’s everyday experiences. ………. 

2. Pop art was only in America. ……….. 

3. All Pop artists used images of products in their works. ……… 

4. Palozzi was only famous in Britain. …….. 

5. Marilyn Monroe was a Pop artist who painted celebrities. …….. 

6. Pop Art hasn’t been very popular with some people. ………. 

7. Some Pop artists never sold their works. ……… 

2. Match the words and fill in the gaps: 

1.bus                         a) spree 

2.household              b) money 

3.student                   c) loan 

4.shopping               d) fares 

5.pocket                   e) bills 

 

1.Many consumers go on a…….at Christmas time. 

2.If I don’t help around the house, I don’t get any…… 

3.My brother took out a …….to go to University. 

4.I’m always broke after paying the ……..at the end of the month. 

5.………seem to be going up all the time. I think I’ll cycle to work in the future. 

 

3.Circle the correct response.  

1 A: Would you rather go fishing or white-water rafting?  

     a That would be great!  

     b Well actually, I'm not too keen on either.  

2 A: Fancy coming to the swimming pool with me?  

     a I'm sorry. I don't like it.  

     b Thanks, but I'm really tired.  

3 A: Do you like aerobics more than martial arts?  

     a Yes, I prefer aerobics.  

     b I'm not keen on it.  

4 A: How about going fishing this weekend?  

     a Well, I think you're right.  

     b That would be really great.  

5 A: Would you like to go to the football match tomorrow?  

     a I'd love to.  

     b I think you're right.  

  

4.Fill In: competitors, presenters, spectators, sports, consumers, players.  

1. Do you like indoor ………… or do you prefer outdoor activities? 



2. He was lucky to be among the hundreds of ….. that managed to get tickets for the match.  

3. Food companies must be extremely careful with the quality of products they offer to ……  

4. The best ………… in world take part in the World Chess Championship.  

5. Iron Will, one of the youngest …………….. in the race, won by at least three minutes.  

6. Mark and Jeff are radio …………….they have a show every evening from Monday to Friday at 1. 

 

5.Fill in the blanks with MUST / MUSTN’T / CAN / CAN’T / COULDN’T / HAD TO / 

DON’T HAVE TO/ SHOULD / SHOULDN’T 

You ______________________________ walk the dog again. John walked him an hour ago. 

You look very pale. You __________________________________ take some aspirin and go to bed. 

I’m afraid you _______________________________________________park here. 

This is an old-fashioned school. All students _______________________________ wear a uniform. 

Look at this phone bill! I really _______________________________ try to make fewer phone 

calls. 

You _______________________________ be loud during the lesson. 

You ___________________________________ take all this waste paper to the recycling bin. 

I can’t meet my friends in the evening because I ___________________ do my homework. 

I ______________________________________ speak French from the age of ten. 

 


